
WALT: plan a biography

Tuesday 13th July 2021

Handwriting:

WILF:
1. Write key information
2. Use bullet points
3. Include key dates, times and locations



What are the features of a biography?



Can you think of 
anything else?

Talk to your 
partner.



Look back over your notes from Friday about 
Filbert Bayi.

Tell your partner something they might not know.



Today (and tomorrow), you are going to write your 
notes into a proper planning sheet. 

The planning sheet will give you specific sections 
to write each bit of information into, and will help 

guide your writing at the end of the week.



What sort of thing 
would we write in 

each section?



Titles of biographies are usually puns or a play on words, OR 
it might link directly to their biggest achievement. It might 

also include a short quote. It will normally have the name of 
the person you are writing about in it.

What could the title of your biography be?



This section should be written in note form. This will form the 
introduction of your biography and so you need to be quite vague! Keep 
it to his main achievements and things he did over his life. This section 
should have four or five bullet points, otherwise you are going into too 

much detail! We will do this together.



WALT: plan a biography

Wednesday 14th July 2021

Handwriting:

WILF:
1. Write key information
2. Use bullet points
3. Include key dates, times and locations



What did we do yesterday?

Look back at your sheets and share with your 
partner.



Be very specific for this section, as it needs to be accurate! Include 
as much detail as you can about things like his birth, his childhood, 
his family, his education. You might include things like his childhood 

dreams and ambitions!



Again, this section needs to be very specific. How did he begin running? Is it 
the only sport he ever did? Think back to the Usain Bolt biography we read: 

what sort of things were included in that? These are all the sorts of things you 
need!

Remember to be very detailed about timings etc for the events he took part in, 
as well as the different distances, records, medals etc. Did he struggle with 

anything in terms of his athletics? Write that in too!



As Bayi has done a lot since retiring from running, this section will 
have a lot of detail in too. Think about his family/where he lives etc, 

but also focus on the centres he has set up, and include a lot of 
information about what they do, as well as why he set it up. Has he 
done anything else since retiring from sport? What is his actual job 

now?



This section won’t be very long, as it is essentially a summary of 
what you’ve already said, HOWEVER, there must be some new 

information in it. What are Bayi’s dreams for the future? What will 
he be remembered for?



WILF:
1. Write key information
2. Use bullet points
3. Include key dates, times and locations


